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FUNDTRACK 

 
(VO): FundTrack Software is a user-friendly financial accounting system, 
designed to help you more efficiently track purchase orders, claims and 
transfers throughout the system. It also allows you to easily create entities 
for projects you want to track time against, compare and contrast, or create 
invoices for.  
 
Later we’ll see how the General Journal module and Reconciliation utility, 
are used to reconcile your provisions and expenditures.  
 
FundTrack’s Asset Modules enable you to easily enter assets through 
purchase orders. And as you’ll see later, there are Lookup Tables you can 
quickly configure, to help you keep track of all kinds of employee data, like 
employee Certification and up-to-date information about their current 
positions.  
 
Later, we’ll also take a look at FundTrack’s Salary Asset module that allows 
you to update employee salaries individually or by group.   
 
FundTrack’s Security modules give you the power to oversee which 
employees and vendors can log into the system, and clearly defines User 
Groups to determine which modules they have access to through Read and 
Write access.   
 
Later, you’ll see an added feature that makes setting up multiple shipping 
addresses for each vendor, effortless.   
 
With FundTrack, you can set up your funds, your appropriations and your 
allocations within the system. You can also enter Budget Lines and set up 
as many Index Codes as you need.  
 
You can set up your Account Codes to three distinct levels: Account Code, 
Summary Code and Comp Object Level.  FundTrack also gives you the 



added flexibility to set up multiple accounting periods and multiple TC 
codes.   
 
A year End module allows you to roll your budget, as well as the beginning 
balances of all your funds, over from one year to the next. Plus, you can 
configure all categories and locations you want to track assets in. 
 
When you need to create purchase orders, each module in the system 
contains a Basic and Results screen, specifically designed for purchase 
orders, claims and transfers.   
 
You can search by document number, status, vendor name or number, as 
well as other criteria.   
 
For example, If you were to initiate a search for a particular vendor, you 
could retrieve the information you needed, simply by entering a partial 
name. After initiating your search, you’ll be taken to the Results tab where 
all matches to your search criteria will come up on your screen.  At this 
point, if you double-click any of the items you see, you’d be taken to the 
detail.   
 
In this example, if you were about to make a new purchase order, you 
would simply press the New tool bar and a new purchase order window 
would pop open.  
 
Remember, whenever you create a new purchase order, default 
information, such as the three-digit-code you’ve designated to track 
purchase orders, will show up automatically. You’ll notice that the Status 
will be set to “pending”, the date set to today’s date, your User I.D. 
automatically entered into the “Requested By” area, and the default 
“Shipping To” address of your agency will also appear on your screen.   

 
From here you would simply choose which vendor or employee you wanted 
to place the purchase order with, entering their Name or Number, all or in 
part.   
 
When you tab away from the field, a search will be initiated, resulting in a 
list of matches you can choose from.  After selecting the vendor from the 



list on your screen, all default information about that particular vendor will 
appear.   
 
If the vendor has multiple mail codes, they will all appear in a drop down 
list.  Once you select a mail code from the list, by double-clicking on it, the 
default address information will come up.   
 
At this point, if the vendor has any existing contracts, you would see them 
and could choose the one you need to address.  When you’ve entered 
information on the first tab, you can then proceed to the next, where you’ll 
be prompted to save your changes.   
 
You can also create multiple items for the purchase order by pressing the 
New tool bar button on the Items tab.   
 
In addition, you can enter the quantity, the unit, the commodity number if 
applicable, and any description of the item, as well as the per unit price for 
the items you’re ordering.  
 
When you tab away from that line it will automatically insert a new line if 
you have other items you’re interested in. If you’re done, you can simply 
delete the new line.   
 
The Account Distribution tab allows you to set up multiple distributions for 
the cost of the items. Pressing the New tool bar button takes you to a data 
entry area, where you can enter the distribution information.   
 
You can also enter the index, accounting year, comp object, appropriation 
and the total amount for the distribution.   
 
To add more distributions, just press New, and you’ll receive another blank 
entry screen.  When you’re done adding your distributions, you can simply 
close out the last one.   
 
Don’t be alarmed by messages that show up in normal message boxes. If 
you receive a message that says “Do you want to save changes”, 
remember that as long as your total distributions equals the total items 
amount, you will be able to save the purchase order.   



 
From here you can post the purchase order.  When you’re finished, simply 
close the window. 
 
Creating a claim is very much like creating a purchase order. Just choose it 
from the menu, and if you want to search for an existing claim, you’ll have a 
variety of criteria to choose from. But if you just want to make a new one, 
choosing the New tool bar will open up a new claims screen for data entry. 
 
Just like with a purchase order, when processing a new claim, certain 
information defaults automatically.  There several types of claims you can 
choose from.  Such as Vendor, Travel, Out of State Travel, Adjustment or 
Payroll.   
 
The Status automatically defaults to Open.  The three-digit-code for your 
claim will also default automatically. If this claim is against a purchase 
order, you can use a utility called “Select P-O” that serves as a short cut to 
getting the claim into the system.   
 
The Select P-O utility uses a search area that makes it easy to search for 
open purchase orders.  After finding the matching purchase order from the 
list, double-click it to open it up.  Once you’ve selected it, it will 
automatically send its distributions onto the claim, with any amounts that 
are still encumbered.   
 
If your claim is not for both distributions, you may delete any distributions 
you like, using the Delete tool bar.  You can also decrease any amount of 
the distributions that you like.   
 
If you’ve only received a partial payment on a claim, you can decrease the 
amount. And as long as your claim amount equals the sum of your 
distributions, you can save the claim.   
 
You can also post the claim at this point if you wish, and save it.  If you 
decreased the distribution amount from the original P-O, and your claim 
was only for a partial payment, you’ll be prompted with this message “Is it 
the final payment against the P-O?.   
 



If you indicate “yes”, the remaining amounts will be written off.  If you 
indicate “no” those distributions will remain open, so you can enter a future 
claim on those amounts.  Just make sure you close the claim windows 
when you’re finished. 
 
A transfer is almost identical to a claim. You can search by a variety of 
criteria, here, too. To make a new transfer you would simply hit the New 
tool bar.   
 
Types of transfers you can enter here include inter, intra and the automated 
transfer.   And when you make a new transfer, you can also use the Select 
P-O utility, if it’s a transfer to be used against a purchase order.  Transfers 
can also be used for both vendors and employees. 
 
Any Auditees you need to create invoices for, can also be entered into the 
system.   
 
Among the Information you can capture on an auditee are the name and 
I.D. you assign to the auditee, basic contact information, addresses and 
case notes.  You can also set up and assign specific entity classifications, 
such as state and federal.   
 
The Audit Project tab features a complete listing of auditees projects set up 
in a companion application called the Time Accounting System.   
 
Here, invoices would be represented as a list of all invoices held against 
this particular auditee, including a record of any receipts. 
 
Vendor contracts can also be set up to track purchase orders and invoicing 
against specific contracts.   
 
Creating a new contract is easy. You simply press the New tool bar, and a 
blank contract window opens for data entry.   
 
Now you can save contract information like the contract number, the type of 
contract, status - whether it’s active or inactive, basic start and end dates, 
retention amounts, notes and other items.   
 



The P-O tab shows a listing of any purchase orders against this contract, 
and the Claims tab displays a list of any claims against the contract. 
 
The General Journal is a comprehensive snapshot of expenditures and 
revenues for a specific index, comp object, appropriation and accounting 
period.  
 
So you can quickly view what’s happening at all levels of accounting. 
Including all monthly expenditures, claims, transfers, revenues and monthly 
receipts, as well as any encumbrance amount and remaining balance. The 
system also tracks all thirteenth month transactions.  
 
You can also track lots of employees information on the system. The 
Employees section uses a search screen very similar to the purchase 
order, claim and transfer search screens.   
 
You can search by employee name, social security number or virtually any 
other criteria. Double-clicking or pressing the View Details button allows 
you to see details about the employee. To enter a new employee, you 
simply press New.   
 
You can capture detailed employee information like their I.D. numbers, 
division and who their manager is, as well as basic information like address 
and phone numbers, hire dates, salary, vacation, comp and sick time 
balance.   
 
If the time accounting application is also purchased, once the time is 
posted, it automatically makes deductions to these balances.   
 
On the Additional Information tab, you can track I.D. numbers and other 
information.   
 
On the Salary History tab, you would see a complete list of all the position 
and salary changes of that particular employee.   
 
On the Education tab, you would see a list of all education records you’ve 
entered for that employee.  
 



And on the Certificates tab, you would see a list of all their certificates 
configured in a drop down list.   
 
If you like, you can set up a customized list of certificates specifically for 
your employees.   
 
The Salary Update module can be used to generate raises for individual 
employees or for a group of employees.   
 
You can initiate a search by entering a variety of criteria.  For example, if 
you needed to update a particular employee’s information, you might 
choose to search by their social security number.   
 
You would then receive a list of all matches meeting your search criteria. At 
this point, you would simply highlight everyone on the list you’ve 
designated to receive a raise.  
 
You could then choose whether the increase is based on a percentage of 
their salary, or a specific dollar amount. At this point, you would either enter 
percentage or the actual amount of the raise.   
 
You can also indicate what type of raise it is, note any comments you like, 
and enter the start date of the increase.   
 
When you go to the Update Salary tab, you’ll see the employee’s current 
salary, the increase, their new salary and their new position if they were 
promoted.  
 
At this point, you can complete the update or cancel it. If you choose to 
complete it, you will be prompted to confirm the salary update by indicating 
“okay”. You should then receive confirmation that the update was 
completed. At this point, you could generate more salary updates or close 
the window if you’re finished. 
 
FundTrack’s Security Users module, allows you to assign logins and 
passwords to any active employee that has access to the system. Strict 
security measures ensure that former employees or employees that have 



been terminated, will not be able to log onto the system, effective of their 
termination date. 
 
The Security Groups module is configured to make it easy to assign 
different objects in the system to specific groups. It gives you the added 
flexibility to assign those groups to specific users, and determines who has 
access to those particular windows.   
 
The first tab, the Objects tab, is just a basic listing of each object and the 
description of what that object is.   
 
The “Assign Objects To” Groups tab is a list of every group you define for 
the system.  For example, you may want to give one group access to 
everything in the system.   
 
Or, you might want to assign “Read Only Groups”, and for each of those 
groups, define Read and Write access for every object listed.   
 
From there, you could go to the “Assign Groups to, “Users” tab, and every 
user you’ve assigned a login I.D. and a password to, will be listed.  
 
In addition, you can assign them to one or more user groups.  As long as 
they have rights to the object in at least one of those groups, they will be 
able to access that module. 
 
The Vendor module allows you to enter vendors into the system and 
specify whether they’re active or inactive.   
 
You can also track a vendor’s name, number and status, and whether 
they’re active or inactive, as well as the date established.  
 
Only active vendors can be used on new purchase orders. Each vendor 
can have multiple addresses.  For each vendor address you would assign a 
mail code, and set up all new addresses with a status of active, but you 
would just make those additional addresses inactive.   
 



That way, each vendor can have as many addresses as they need, and 
you can keep up with their status, and be assured that only active 
addresses appear on purchase orders.   
 
Throughout the system, any time you close a window without saving the 
information you’ve been working on, the system will prompt you to save the 
changes if you haven’t done so already.  The shipping address is similar to 
the vendor address, except it’s for your agency. It allows you to set up as 
many shipping addresses as you like. 
 
The Funds module is where you set up the funds for your agency, as well 
as their appropriations and allocations.   
 
The first displays a current list of all funds, and indicates whether they’re 
general or an audit services revolving fund.   
 
The second tab displays the Appropriations list for the fund you highlighted 
on the first tab, which will also be indicated in the title bar.   
 
The third tab displays the Allocations tab, and lists all allocations within the 
appropriation highlighted on the Appropriation tab.  This is also indicated in 
the title bar.   
 
Index Codes are a complete list of your agency’s divisions and the codes 
that that appear on the purchase orders and other documents.   
 
Account Codes will track accounts to three levels: Account Code, Summary 
Code and Comp Object Code.  The Account Code tab displays a list of all 
Account Codes you’ve set up.  The Summary Code tab displays a list of all 
Summary Codes within the highlighted Account Codes, which is also 
indicated in the title bar.  
 
And the Comp Object Code tab displays a list of all Comp Object Codes 
within the Summary Code you’ve highlighted. TC Codes are simply a list of 
valid TC Codes that you permit within the system. 
 
The Budget Module enables you to enter budget information for the 
accounting period and the comp object index appropriation level.  For 



example, if you were to search for all budgets for the current fiscal year, 
you would notice in the sample data that only a few budgets have been set 
up.   
 
A few more in the Comp Object Code for several indexes and few for 
Appropriations. At this point, you could set up projected expenses and 
budgeted amounts for each budget.  These could then be used on various 
reports in the system, which you could change monthly, according to the 
amount. 
 
Under the Reports menu, a number of reports are easily accessible 
throughout the system.   
 
Under the Audit Services Revolving Fund, Billings and Receipts Report, 
you have two Contracts reports. One for current status and one for 
payments details.  
 
You also have several Expenditure reports, including two Fund Balance 
reports, one for Audit Services and another for the General Fund.  
 
You also have Reconciliation reports relating to open claims and journals., 
as well as a number of Salary Reports.   
 
Vendor listing consist of a basic list of vendors. Document Logs can be a 
list of purchase orders or claims or any other kind of document you choose. 
You also have access to Asset reports you can use.   
 
An example of one report in the system under Expenditures would be to 
illustrate how most reports allow you to enter criteria, run it and then 
retrieve the report.  All reports allow you to resize the report window and 
use the zoom in and zoom out features.   
 
When you’re done working, you can do a “Save As” or enlist the “Save As” 
feature to save the report data, into any valid windows format you like. You 
can also choose the location for the file.  In this particular report, you have 
the added luxury of scrolling down to see the make up of these amounts.  
Doing so opens a Detail window for an itemized breakdown of this Account 
Code. 



 


